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In this paper we present overview of our recent experimental and the-
oretical results concerning electronic band structure of III-V nitrides under
pressure. It is shown here that the pressure coefficients of the direct gap for
studied nitrides are surprisingly small. To describe tendency in changes of
the gap with pressure we use a simple empirical relation.
PACS numbers: 71.25.Tn

1. Introduction

Nitrides of group-III metals, namely GaN, AlN, BN, InΝ, are characterized
by very short, strong atomic bonds and relatively large ionicity. Because of that,
they have many physical properties different from other Ill-V semiconductors.
In particular, it concerns the magnitude of energy gaps and their pressure coeffi-
cients. In this paper we present the results of the pressure variation of the direct
energy gap, dEg/dp, measured for GaN and InN as well as those calculated for the
four mentioned above nitrides. We find that first principle calculations reproduce
experimental results very well. Comparison with other Ill—V compounds shows
that nitrides possess much smaller dE g/dp values and in addition it appears that
neither the Phillips ionicity nor the bond length can be used as a single parameter
describing the discussed behavior.

2. Experiment

Optical absorption measurements were performed with the use of diamond
anvil cell on the GaN and InN crystals. The samples were grown by means of special
high-pressure, high-temperature method [1]. Pressure variation of the energy gap
for the bulk semiconduction was determined from the shift of the absorption edge
(see Table). Details of the experimental setup are published elsewhere [2].
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3. Theory

The band stuctures of nitrides were calculated from first principles with the
use of Linear Muffin Tin Orbital method, within Local Density Approximation [2].
Band stucture of the four nitrides was calculated for various pressure values and
thus pressure coefficients of direct gap were determined (Table).

4. Discussion

The parameters commonly used in a discussion of trends in behavior of
various semiconduction are Phillips ionicity [3], and bond length (reflecting the
strength of interatomic interactions). It is expected accordingly that the dE g/dp
is smaller for more ionic compounds and for those characterized by shorter bonds.
Pressure coefficients of the direct gap for the four considered nitrides show very
small magnitude. It is even smaller than dE g /dp observed in Il-VI semiconduction
which are characterized by higher Phillips ionicity with respect to the studied
nitrides. The obtained coefficients are of the order of dEg/dp found for diamond
(s: 1 meV/kbar).

Furthermore, it can be easily seen from Table that the pressure variation of
Eg 's for the considered nitrides cannot be correlated either with Phillips ionicities
or bond lengths. However, if we take into account both parameters simultaneously
in the form of their ratio (see Fig. 1), it becomes possible to reproduce the tendency
in pressure variation of Eg for a wide class of Ill-V semiconductors. We believe that
this empirical procedure is more useful than the one proposed recently by Adachi
[5] who also anticipated a decrease in dEg/dp with increasing ionicity in various
IlI-V semiconductors. However, there is a need for understanding the implications
of the discussed relation on the microscopic ground.
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